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Abstract1

Hairy-roots are plants genetically transformed byAgrobacterium2

rhizogenes, which do not produce shoots and are composed manly by3

roots. Hairy-roots ofOphiorrhiza mungosLinn. are currently gaining4

interest of pharmacologists, since a secondary product of their5

metabolism, camptothecin, is used in chemotherapy. To optimize the6

production of valuable secondary metabolites it is necessary to understand7

the metabolism and growth of these roots systems. In this work, a8

mathematical model for description of apical growth of a dense root9

network (e.g. hairy-roots) is derived. A continuous approach is usedto10

define densities of root tips and root volume. Equations are posed to11

describe the evolution of these and are coupled to the distribution of12

nutrient concentration in the medium and inside the network. Following13

the principles of irreversible thermodynamics, growth velocity is defined14

as the sum over three different driving forces: nutrient concentration15

gradients, space gradients and root tip diffusion. A finite volume scheme16

was used for the simulation and parameters were chosen to fit17

experimental data fromOphiorrhiza mungosLinn. hairy roots. Internal18

nutrient concentration determines short-term growth. Long-term behavior19

is limited by the total nutrient amount in the medium. Therefore mass20

yield could be increased by guaranteeing a constant supply of nutrients.21

Increasing the initial mass of inoculation did not result in higher mass22

yields, since nutrient consumption due to metabolism also rose. Four23

different growth strategies, are compared and their properties discussed.24
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This allowed to understand which strategy might be the best to increase1

mass production optimally. The model is able to describe very well the2

temporal evolution of mass increase and nutrient uptake. Our results3

provide further understanding of growth and density distribution of hairy4

root network and therefore it is a sound base for future applications to5

describe e.g. secondary metabolite production.6

keywords:growth model, nutrient uptake, hairy roots, transport equation,7

dense root network, continuous model8
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1 Introduction1

Plants remain a major source of pharmaceuticals and biochemicals. Many2

valuable phytochemicals, for examplecamptothecin (Camptotheca acuminata)3

used in chemotherapy, are secondary metabolites that are not essential to plant4

growth, they are produced in small amounts, and often accumulate in5

specialized tissues, e.g. trichome hairs (epidermal outgrowths). These6

compounds usually have very complicated structure and/or exhibit chirality.7

Consequently, in many cases organic synthesis is not cost effective, and8

extraction from field-grown plants is the major method used to produce these9

metabolites economically. Depending on the plant species,traditional10

agricultural methods often require months to years to be harvestable and levels11

of secondary metabolites can be affected by many factors, including pathogens12

and climate changes. Plant cell suspension cultures have therefore been13

considered as an alternative for producing valuable secondary metabolites (Kim14

et al. 2002; Kimet al. 2002).15

Hairy root cultures, producing many of the same important secondary16

metabolites as the whole plant, are a potential means for producing valuable17

plant compounds, (Williams & Doran, 1999). Hairy roots are obtained through18

transformation byAgrobacterium rhizogenesand are special in the sense that19

these plants lack shoots and are composed mainly of a dense growing root20

system (Fig. 1). These roots can be cultivated under sterileconditions either in21
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a reactor or in shake flasks, (Singh & Curtis 1994; Tescioneet al. 1997; Kim1

et al. 2003). The fast growing hairy roots are unique in their genetic and2

biosynthetic stability and are able to regenerate whole viable plants for further3

subculturing (Doran, 1997). Hairy roots thus provide also agood experimental4

system for studying root-specific pathways, (Floreset al., 1999) and research on5

root metabolism, (Baiset al., 2001), or rhizosphere (narrow zone surrounding6

the roots and being directly influenced by them), (Tepferet al., 1989).7

Hairy roots ofOphiorrhiza mungosLinn., the Chinese camptotheca tree, are8

currently gaining the interest of pharmacologists, since asecondary metabolite,9

camptothecin, can be used to treat cancer diseases (Takimotoet al., 1998).10

Campthothecin (CPT) is a modified monoterpene indole alkaloidproduced by11

Camptotheca acuminata, Nothapodytes foetida, some species of the genus12

Ophiorrhiza, Ervatamia heyneana, andMerrilliodendron megacarpum(Sudo13

et al. 2002; Winket al. 2005). In order to produce camptothecin efficiently, it is14

necessary to optimize the biological processes behind its biosynthesis (either in15

bioreactors or shaker cultures). However, to achieve this,it is essential to16

understand metabolism, growth and transport processes of and in root networks.17

In the work presented here, a quantitative model of growth ofthese complicated18

root networks based on a continuous description using densities was derived by19

taking the main known biological properties of root growth into account. To20

show the capabilities of the model and to obtain estimates ofthe model21

parameters, simulations were compared to experimental data obtained fromO.22
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mungoshairy roots grown as shaker cultures. Although the model wasused to1

describe this special situation, it is general enough to describe other cultures2

and culture methods (such as bioreactors) with slight modification. In a long3

term it is desirable to understand growth and secondary metabolite production4

sufficiently well to optimize in vitro production of compounds such as CPT. As5

a first step towards this, we compare here four different growth strategies and6

discuss their properties. Depending on the chosen strategy, either wide spread7

or smaller packed root systems are predicted. Wide spread root tissues have the8

advantage of having better access to nutrients and oxygen and suffer thus less of9

nutrient depletion and anoxia, while densly packed root systems exploit space10

efficiently. It is a priori not clear which type of growth is optimal, as it depends11

on the type of growth system applied (bioreactor or shaker cultures) and has to12

be examined for each single case.13

2 Derivation of model14

Growth of single root tips is heterogeneously distributed along the organ axis15

(Erickson & Sax, 1956). These expand through cell elongation in the16

elongation zoneand through cell division in themeristem(Beemsteret al.,17

2003). Several models describing the growth of a single rootexist (see e.g. Silk18

et al. 1989; Morris & Silk 1992; Chavarría-Krauser & Schurr 2004;19

Chavarría-Krauseret al. 2005). Hairy roots, however, are composed of a dense20
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network of growing and branching root tips. On the one hand this fact makes it1

almost impossible to follow each tip. On the other hand, it allows to use a2

continuous description based on densities.3

The elongation zone of root tips can be assumed to be small compared to the4

rest of the system. Therefore in the root system scale, growth of single roots can5

be assumed to be purely apical. This allows to use a similar approach as other6

authors have in the case of fungi mycelia and of blood vessels. In Edelstein &7

Segel 1983; Edelstein 1982; Edelstein-Keshet 1988 one dimensional models for8

fungi growth with constant growth velocity are presented. The equation for9

internal and external nutrient concentrations were coupled with growth10

equations via uptake, branching and metabolic degradationterms. The11

distinction between internal and external substrate allowed modelling of12

translocation inside the biomass network.13

A more general growth model, which includes a mechanism thatgenerates14

directed growth and allows description of mycelia growth inmore than one15

spatial dimension, was proposed by Boswellet al. 2003. For detailed16

understanding of influence of heterogeneous environment onthe development17

of each fungi hypha a discrete model was considered in Boswellet al. 2007.18

Growth of blood vessels, where the capillary sprout networkis formed in19

response to external chemical stimuli, have also been described similarly (for20

both continuous and discrete models see e.g. Anderson & Chaplain 1998). All21

these approaches are similar and fit to some degree to the situation of root22
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networks. However, these need to be adapted and expanded to describe growing1

roots, which differ substantially from fungi hyphae and blood vessels. For2

example the model proposed by Boswellet al. 2003 focused on nutritional3

heterogeneity, which is probably the driving agent in mycelia expansion. For4

plant roots nutritional heterogeneity might be circumstantial, as other processes5

such as mechanical stresses, exudate production, or several tropisms such as6

hydrotropism, i.e. the tendency to follow gradients of water content, or7

gravitropism, i.e. growth towards direction of gravity, are also crucial.8

Therefore in the derivation of the hairy root growth model presented here, we9

use the known apical growth approach and take into account the biological10

properties of hairy roots by defining corresponding functions in the general11

framework.12

2.1 Conservation of mass and root tips13

Two densities suffice here to describe growth of hairy root networks. One is14

defined as the root volume per unit volume (ρ = ρ(~x, t); given inmm3 mm−3;15

0 ≤ ρ ≤ 1), while the other is defined as the cross section area of tips per unit16

volume (n = n(~x, t) ≥ 0; given inmm2 mm−3). For simplicity the root17

network is assumed to grow in a cuboid flaskΩ ⊂ R
3,18

Ω = (0, lw) × (0, ld) × (0, lh), wherelw, ld andlh are the length, depth and19

height of the cuboid, respectively. The total root volume contained inΩ will be20

denoted asVr(t) =
∫

Ω
ρ(x, t) dx. The tip densityn can also be given in number21
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of root tips per unit volume (N = N(~x, t) ≥ 0; given inmm−3).1

Transformation is achieved through division of the areal density by the cross2

section area of one tip,N = n/πr2, wherer is the root radius assumed to be3

constant in the model. Growth can then be assumed to occur dueto tip4

movement (elongation), tip formation (branching), and secondary growth,5

(Ninomiyaet al. 2002; Kino-Okaet al. 1999). Growth rate depends on the6

nutrient concentrationc = c(t, ~x) (given inmg mm−3) in the medium and on7

the internal nutrient concentrationσ = σ(t, ~x) (given inmg mm−3), which is8

the amount of nutrient per unit root volume.9

Tip movement and formation can be modeled as follows. The total tip cross10

section area contained in arepresentative elementary volume(REV; Bear 1972)11

ω ⊂ Ω is given by
∫

ω
n dx. This total cross section area can only change by two12

ways, either the number of tips increases due to branching ortips move out of13

and/or intoω. Total branching can be modeled by
∫

ω
f dx, wheref is a14

branching function which will be specified later in Eq. (3). Total flux is given15

by the integral of tip fluxn~v over the surface∂ω of ω, i.e.
∫

∂ω
n~v · ~ν dς, where16

~ν is the outer normal vector ofω and~v is the growth velocity of the tips.17

Therefore the change in time of the total tip cross section area inω is given by18

d

dt

∫

ω

n dx = −

∫

∂ω

n~v · ~ν dς +

∫

ω

f dx.19

As ω does not change in time and using Gauss’ integral formula theabove20

expression becomes21

∫

ω

(

∂tn dx + ∇ · (n~v) − f
)

dx = 0.22
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Since this expression holds for every volumeω, an equation describing the1

evolution and spatial distribution ofn is obtained2

∂tn + ∇ · (n~v) = f in (0, T ) × Ω (1)3

for some0 < T < ∞. Thus the change ofn is defined by a transport equation4

with transport velocity~v and a production termf . Eq. (1) needs suitable initial5

and boundary conditions to be solvable. The wall of the flask can be assumed to6

be impenetrable, which results in ano-fluxconditionn~v · ~ν = 0 on the7

boundary∂Ω.8

The change in volume densityρ is determined as follows. Assume again an9

REV ω ⊂ Ω. Per unit time a tip grows and displaces by the distance‖~v‖, so that10

per unit time a root volume ofπr2 ‖~v‖ is produced, whereπr2 is its cross11

section area. Insideω there is a cross section area per unit volume given byn,12

which corresponds to a certain amount of root tips per unit volume. Therefore13

root volume produced due to tips movement per unit time inω is given by14

πr2

πr2

∫

ω

n‖~v‖ dx =

∫

ω

n‖~v‖ dx ,15

where~v is the average growth velocity inω. This expression does not take16

processes into account, which do not depend directly on the average velocity~v.17

These processes are for example fluctuation of growth velocity within the18

population of root tips inω and root thickening. We assume that these processes19

are described by a functionq. Taking the above expression for the total volume20

production into account and that the total root volume inω is given by21
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Vr(ω, t) =
∫

ω
ρ dx, an equation for the change of root volume is obtained1

dVr

dt
(ω, t) =

d

dt

∫

ω

ρ dx =

∫

ω

n ‖~v‖ dx +

∫

ω

q dx ,2

Againω was arbitrarily chosen and is independent of time. The above3

expression results thus in an equation describing the temporal evolution and4

spatial distribution ofρ5

∂tρ = n ‖~v‖ + q in (0, T ) × Ω. (2)6

Similarly to Eq. (1), Eq. (2) needs a suitable initial condition to be solvable.7

Both initial conditions represent the act of inoculation into the medium. A small8

piece of hairy root material is needed to produce a new culture. This piece has a9

certain distribution ofn andρ, which correspond to the initial conditions. In10

contrast to Eq. (1), no boundary condition is needed here.11

2.2 Growth functions12

Eq. (1) and (2) contain the unknown functionsf (branching function),~v13

(growth velocity), andq (secondary growth). These functions depend on several14

variables and have to be postulated, as not much informationis available about15

these dependencies.16

Branching function17
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New root tips arise from root mass which is already present. Thereforef should1

depend on root densityρ. The nutrient concentrationc = c(t, ~x) (given in2

mg mm−3) in the medium can be assumed to affect positively root branching3

(see e.g. Drewet al. 1973; Robinson 1994; Robinson 1996 for potassium,4

phosphate, nitrate, and ammonium). Moreover, branching costs energy and5

resources, which have to be provided by the root network. Therefore the6

functionf is assumed to depend also on the internal nutrient concentration7

σ = σ(t, ~x) (given inmg mm−3; Kim et al. 2003; Schnappet al. 1991). Since8

nutrient transport inside the root network is substantially faster in comparison to9

growth and branching, it is legitimate to assume that the model depends on the10

average internal nutrient concentration,s(t) = V −1

r (t)
∫

Ω

σ(t, ~x) ρ(t, ~x) dx11

instead of the spatial heterogeneousσ. One possibility to define the12

translocation of nutrients inside the root network is to prescribe a diffusive and13

a chemotactic movement in the direction of the root tip, (seeBoswellet al.14

2003). In a tissue where density is maximal (ρ = ρmax), branching is unlikely.15

Thereforef is assumed to be proportional toρmax − ρ. All three factors are16

assumed here to be limiting, so that the following branchingfunction is17

proposed18

f = β c s ρ (ρmax − ρ) , (3)19

whereβ is a constant reflecting the sensibility of the branching rate to the20

internal and external nutrient concentrations.21

Growth velocity and secondary thickening
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1

Following the principles of irreversible thermodynamics average growth2

velocity~v is proposed to be given by a weighted sum over general forces.In3

particular a hypothetical chemical potentialµ is proposed to determine the4

average velocity5

~v = R s (ρmax − ρ) ∇µ ,6

whereR is a constant which reflects the sensitivity of growth towards the7

driving forces (will be denoted in the sequel asgrowth rate coefficient). The8

other factors are obtained similarly to the derivation of Eq. (1): growth is only9

possible when energy (internal substrate) is supplied to the tips (Kimet al.10

2003; Schnappet al. 1991); and~v should be zero if a maximal root density is11

attained, i.e. whenρ = ρmax.12

As mentioned before, other processes which do not depend directly on~v might13

be responsible for mass production and where taken into account by the function14

q [cmp. Eq. (2)]. This function is splitted into two parts, onerepresents the15

mass increase due to velocity fluctuation and the other by root thickening. The16

effect of velocity fluctuation can be assumed, similarly to~v, to be proportional17

to the internal nutrient concentration, to the space left for growing and to the18

density of root tipsn, i.e. nR s (ρmax − ρ) ατ , whereατ is a phenomenological19

constant characterizing the velocity fluctuation. Secondary thickening occurs to20

existing tissue and requires energy, therefore it is assumed to be proportional to21

14



root density and internal nutrient concentration. We propose therefore1

q = R s n (ρmax − ρ) ατ + χ s ρ (ρmax − ρ) , (4)2

whereχ is asecondary thickening rate.3

The idea behind the term describing the fluctuation of velocity is the following.4

It is possible that the root network grows and increases masswithout a5

macroscopic gradient∇µ and without root thickening. Microscopically seen6

there exist always local gradients, which drive locally growth of the root tips (as7

long as there is space to grow). However, this property is lost during the8

transition from the microscale to the macroscale, because in this particular9

gedankenexperiment∇µ would be zero in first order. Therefore this local10

growth has to be included as an additional term.11

Since hairy roots are agravitropic (Odegaardet al. 1997; Legueet al. 1996),µ12

can be assumed to be independent of gravity, so that the root tips are assumed to13

grow only along nutrient gradients and away from dense tissue. Under these14

circumstances,µ is proposed to be solely a function ofc, ρ, andn, and its15

gradient be given by16

∇µ = αc ∇c − αρ ∇ρ − αn ∇n , (5)17

whereαc, αρ, αn, are phenomenological constants, which are weights for each18

single growth strategy. The first term in (5) corresponds to the tendency of roots19

to grow towards higher nutrient concentrations. The secondterm reflects20

mechanical effects, i.e. growth towards free space, while the third term models21

15



the tendency of tips to grow away from each other. The tendency of root tips to1

grow away from each other can be explained as follows. In the microscale root2

tips compete for nutrients and tend to grow away from each other, as nutrients3

are depleted locally by root tips. Moreover, root tips produce exudates which4

are believed to be involved in root-root signalling (Baiset al., 2004). Local5

competition for nutrients and root-root communication cannot be described by6

the microscopic nutrient concentration. The simplest model to describe these7

processes is to assume a diffusion of tips. Altogether~v is assumed to be given8

by9

~v = R s (ρmax − ρ) (αc∇c − αρ∇ρ − αn∇n) . (6)10

2.3 Nutrient transport11

Eqs. (3), (6), and (4) depend on medium and internal nutrients. The model12

describing the nutrient concentration in medium depends strongly on the13

experimental setup. This becomes clear by the number of models describing14

water and nutrient transport and uptake by single roots or plant root systems in15

unsaturated soil (Roose & Fowler 2004; Kimet al. 2004; Rooseet al. 2001;16

Tinker & Nye 2000; Roose 2000; Barber 1995; Cushman 1984). The cultures17

modeled here were grown as shaker cultures. The flow producedby the shaking18

is complex, as it combines a free boundary and a porous medium(flow around19

the root network). Therefore the shaking is here accounted for by dispersion,20

which results in considerably larger diffusion/dispersion coefficients. The21

16



volume occupied by the medium changes in time due to the increase in root1

volume. It is therefore not obvious how to pose the equation for conservation of2

nutrients.3

External nutrients4

Assume again a REVω ⊂ Ω, which does not depend on time, but can be5

decomposed into two time dependent domains:ω = ωr(t) ∪ ωm(t), whereωr(t)6

andωm(t) are the volumes occupied by the roots and the medium, respectively.7

Instead of using the concentrationc, which depends onωr(t), we choose the8

concentrationC = (1 − ρ) c which relates the nutrient content to the whole9

volumeω. Therefore the change in nutrient mass insideω is given by10

dM

dt
= ∂t

∫

ω

C dx =

∫

ω

∂tC dx .11

Remark here that it was essential thatω is time independent to apply the simple12

form of Leibniz’s rule (thereforeC was used instead ofc). Else Reynold’s13

transport theorem would have had to be applied, which would have resulted in14

an additional integral term over the boundary. Mass withinω can only change15

by means of a net flux through its boundary∂ω and by uptake16

dM

dt
= −

∫

∂ω

~j · ~ν dς −

∫

ω

g dx ,17

whereg = g(c, n, ρ, s) is anuptake function. Using Gauss’ theorem on the flux18

17



term and equating the two expression for the mass change, we obtain1

∫

ω

(

∂tC + div~j + g
)

dx = 0 .2

Here againω was arbitrarily chosen, so that the expression inside the integral3

has to be zero. The flux density~j has to be chosen phenomenologically.4

Molecular diffusion is driven by a gradient of chemical potential (Landau &5

Lifschitz 1991), which according to Fick’s law is proportional to a gradient of6

concentration. The true local concentration,c, is relevant for the chemical7

potential and notC. The area∂ω is not completely permeable, as some of it,8

∂ωr(t), is occupied by roots. In the above derivation we included this fact into~j9

and have to use therefore a dispersion coefficient dependentonρ. Altogether10

we choose~j = −Dc(ρ)∇c, whereDc = Dc(ρ) is a non constant dispersion11

coefficient. Using the definition ofC, we find finally12

∂t((1 − ρ)c) −∇ · (Dc(ρ)∇c) = −g in (0, T ) × Ω , (7)13

Dc depends on the root densityρ and should be zero whenρ = 1 (no space for14

dispersion to take place). ThereforeDc is proposed to beDc(ρ) = Dc (1 − ρ),15

whereDc is a constant. Nutrient uptake occurs on the root surface near the tips.16

Thus the uptake functiong is assumed to be proportional to root volume density17

and root tip density. Two sorts of nutrient transport are feasible on the root18

surface, active and passive transport. Active transport isassumed to be19

unidirectional (into the root network) and dependent only on the local medium20

nutrient concentrationc. Passive transport depends on the nutrient gradient21
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between medium and roots, on the differencec − s. Thus, the nutrient uptake1

functiong is proposed to have the form2

g(c, n, ρ, s) =
2λ n

r
ρ ( Km(s) c + P (c − s)) , (8)3

whereλ is the characteristic length of the uptake-active tissue around a tip (2λ n
r

4

is the uptake surface density),Km(s) is a uptake rate, andP is a permeability.5

Eq. (7) needs also suitable initial and boundary conditions. At the beginning of6

an experiment the medium is well stirred and a constant homogeneous7

distribution of nutrients can be assumed to exists. The walls of the flask are8

assumed to be impermeable to the medium, therefore no-flux conditions are9

considered∇c · ~ν = 0 on∂Ω.10

Internal nutrients11

In contrast to the medium nutrient concentration, a spatialaverage is used for12

the internal nutrient concentrations (spatial distribution of the nutrient inside13

the network is neglected). Four processes which change the internal14

concentration are considered here: uptake, growth, branching and metabolism.15

For the total internal concentrationS = s Vr =
∫

Ω

σ(t, ~x)ρ(t, ~x) dx, the16

following equation is proposed17

d

dt
S =

∫

Ω

g dx − γg

∫

Ω

(n ‖~v‖ + q) dx − γr

∫

Ω

f dx − γm S , (9)18

whereγg, γr andγm are constants describing the proportion of metabolites used19

for growth, branching and metabolism, respectively. To solve Eq. (9), an initial20

19



conditionS = S0 is needed. This condition describes the initial total amount of1

nutrients in the inoculum.2

2.4 Complete model3

Altogether the complete model of hairy root growth reads4

∂tn + ∇ · (n~v) = f in (0, T ) × Ω,

∂tρ = n ‖~v‖ + q in (0, T ) × Ω,

∂t ((1 − ρ)c) −∇ · (Dc(1 − ρ)∇c) = −g in (0, T ) × Ω,

d

dt
S =

∫

Ω

g dx − γg

∫

Ω

(n ‖~v‖ + q) dx − γr

∫

Ω

f dx − γm S in (0, T ),

(10)5

with6

~v =
R S

Vr

(ρmax − ρ)(αc∇c − αρ∇ρ − αn∇n) ,7

f =
β c S ρ

Vr

(ρmax − ρ) ,8

q =
R S n

Vr

(ρmax − ρ) ατ +
χS ρ

Vr

(ρmax − ρ) ,9

g =
2λ n

r
ρ ( Km(

S

Vr

) c + P (c −
S

Vr

)) ,10

Vr =

∫

Ω

ρ dx .11

20



The initial and boundary conditions are1

ρ(0, ~x) = ρ0 φ(~x) in Ω,

n(0, ~x) = n0 φ(~x) in Ω,

c(0, ~x) = c0 in Ω,

S(0) = S0,

n~v · ~ν = 0 on ∂Ω × (0, T ),

∇c · ~ν = 0 on ∂Ω × (0, T ) ,

2

whereφ is an initial spatial distribution. If in growth velocity~v the constantαρ3

or αn is non-zero we obtain a diffusive term in the equation forn and the4

boundary conditionn~v · ~ν = 0 is well-posed. In another case the zero-flux5

boundary condition forc will imply the well-posedness of the boundary6

condition forn.7

3 Materials and Methods8

The numerical solution of the model will be compared with theexperimental9

data obtained fromO. mungos(B. Wetterauer and M. Wink, IPMB, Universität10

Heidelberg, unpublished). The hairy root cultures were cutto have an initial11

weight of approximately1.78 ± 0.1 g (25 values) and were grown in a shaker12

flask in the dark for4 weeks (ca.672 hours). The initial concentration of13

21



sucrose in the medium was set toc0 = 11.46 g l−1. The main purpose of the1

shaking of the cultures is to ensure distribution of nutrients and oxygen, this2

means that transport of sucrose in the medium is non-limiting to uptake and3

hence to growth. After2 weeks (ca.336 hours) the cultures were transferred4

into fresh medium (again of concentration11.46 g l−1) and cultured in the same5

conditions for the following2 weeks. Roots were harvested every one, two or6

four days, at25, 50.5, 96, 144, 240.5, 336, 360, 384.5, 432, 480.5, 581.5, 671.757

hours (two cultures per harvest). Fresh weight, dry weight,and nutrient8

concentration were measured. Due to the lack of shoots and the absence of9

photosynthesis in hairy roots, the medium for cultivation has to contain sucrose10

as the main nutrient for growth, (Kimet al. 2003; Kimet al. 2002).11

4 Simplifications, parameters and initial12

conditions13

For numerical simulation and model calibration Eq. (10) wassimplified to14

reduce the number of free parameters. Uptake of nutrients was considered to be15

purely of active nature, neglecting the passive transport (P = 0). The uptake16

rateKm was assumed to be constant and independent ofs. Moreover, the17

energy cost for branching of new tips was neglected (γr = 0). Since the root18

branches are very thin (133 ± 7 µm, 12 roots) and the variations of radiusr are19

small, root thickening (secondary growth) can be neglected(χ = 0) as well.
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1

Experiments conducted onO. mungosshowed that vertical growth is very2

small, i.e. growth occurs almost radially. This is a consequence of the3

experimental setup. The height of the medium is kept small toavoid anoxia and4

the roots do not grow beyond the boundary of the medium. Therefore the5

solution of the model can be assumed to be constant in vertical direction and the6

third dimension can be neglected in Eq. (10).7

Sucrose was selected here as the growth limiting nutrient inthe model. A8

homogeneously distributed initial concentrationc0 was considered for9

simulation. As already mentioned, in the experiments cultures were transferred10

into fresh medium after ca.336 h, to guarantee viable growth of the cultures for11

4 weeks. The dimensions of the flask (lw = 70 mm, ld = 70 mm and12

lh = 10 mm) were chosen to have the same medium volume used in the13

experiments (ca.49 ml), resulting in the same total amount of sucrose. For14

simplicity, the tissue was assumed to have an initial internal nutrient15

concentrationS0 = 0. The diffusion coefficient of sucrose in water at a16

temperature of25◦ C is1.88 mm2h−1 (Nobel, 1999). However, the shaking of17

the cultures produces a substantially higher dispersion coefficient.Dc was18

varied until it became non-limiting to growth (Dc = 35 mm2h−1).19

The initial root volume and tip density distributions (ρ(0, ~x) andn(0, ~x),20

respectively), were chosen to be radially symmetric and given by a smooth21
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functionφ(~x) = (1 − tanh(‖~x − ~x0‖ − rmax)/2)/2, where~x0 is the center of1

the flask. Radiusrmax was determined according to the experimentally2

determined initial root densityρ0 = 0.5 mm3mm−3 and root weightM0 = 1.783

g through the equationrmax =
√

103 M0/(πlhρ0), [rmax] = mm, where[·]4

denote the units of the variable.5

Although here radially symmetric initial conditions were chosen and in6

principle the equations become 1D. In this particular case it is possible to7

simplify Eqs. (10), which contain then only partial derivatives in time and in8

radial direction, these stay however non-linear. The true improvement behind9

these simplification, would be the possibility to use numerical schemes, that are10

simpler to implement. This, of course, at the expense of not being able to11

simulate more complex situations, which might be necessaryfor example in12

bioreactor applications. The here presented model and algorithms are general13

enough to describe such applications.14

The root tissues were observed not to be more dense than0.7 mm3mm−3,15

therefore a maximal root densityρmax = 0.7 mm3mm−3 was chosen here. For16

the sake of simplicity instead of prescribingn0 directly, it is easier to prescribe17

the initial number of tips per unit volumeN0 (n0 = N0 πr2, [N0] = mm−3). N018

was not available experimentally, thusN0 had to be estimated from the data by19

fitting of the mass change and nutrient uptake kinetics. For simplicity, the root20

radius was set to ber = 0.1 mm and the uptake-active zone behind the root tips21

was chosen to beλ = 1 mm long. The remaining parameters were selected22
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manually such that the numerical results fit the experimental data obtained from1

O. mungos(cmp. Table I). Rough estimates of the parameters were initially2

selected and used to simulate the model. Using this solution, the coefficient of3

determination,R2, was calculated by comparison with measurements of both4

total nutrient concentration and biomass (cmp. Figs 2 a,b).The parameters5

were adapted and the process was iteratively continued until theR2 values were6

maximized.7

5 Numerical methods8

The model (10) was simulated using a personal computer. The implementation9

is based on the DUNE framework (Bastianet al. (2004),10

http://www.dune-project.org/). For spatial discretization of the first and third11

equation in (10) a cell centered finite volume scheme on a structured grid was12

used, as described in LeVeque (2002). Finite volume schemesfeature local13

mass conservation, which is essential for the comparison with experimental14

data. For the time discretization the diffusive part and theconvective/reactive15

part of the equation were decoupled, using second order operator splitting16

introduced by Strang 1968. To prevent both instabilities inthe transport term17

and effects from strong numerical diffusion, the convection equation was solved18

using an explicit second order Godunov upwind scheme with a minmod slope19

limiter (Sweby, 1984; LeVeque, 2002). To obtain a stable solution,20
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discretization in time was chosen to fulfill the Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy1

condition (Courantet al., 1928). The diffusive part of the equation was solved2

using the implicit Euler method. The equations for the root density and the inner3

nutrient concentrationS [second and forth equation in (10)] were solved with an4

explicitly Euler scheme (Stoer & Burlisch, 2000). Similar tothe determination5

of total mass increase and nutrient concentrations (inner and medium), coupling6

between the spatial distributions [i.e.ρ(t, ~x), n(t, ~x) andc(t, ~x)] and the inner7

nutrient concentrationS was achieved using numerical integration.8

6 Results and Discussion9

The capabilities of the model are demonstrated here by comparison to10

experimental data obtained fromO. mungoshairy roots grown as shaker11

cultures. The kinetics of growth and medium nutrient (sucrose) concentration12

obtained in the experiments are compared to the simulation results in Figs. 213

a,b. Very good agreement between the experimental data and numerical14

solution was found. This is reflected in the correspondingR2 values (root mass:15

R2 = 0.85; nutrient concentration in medium:R2 = 0.93). The numerical16

solution for the root tip density and concentration of nutrients inside the roots is17

illustrated in Fig. 2 c.18

The inner nutrient concentration (Fig. 2 c) and the mass kinetics (Fig. 2 a) show19

that mass increase was limited directly by nutrient availability inside the20
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network. However, the medium concentration (Fig. 2 b) determined overall1

long-term growth. Variations of medium concentration werebuffered by the2

possibility of the root network to accumulate nutrients. This is reflected by a3

high internal nutrient concentration in comparison to the external concentration4

(Fig. 2 c). Within the first150 h the network had to build a reservoir of inner5

nutrients. This could occur only if sufficient root tips existed to acquire the6

nutrients. This resulted therefore in a higher branching rate (Fig. 2 c) and a7

moderate mass increase (Fig. 2 a). After an initial production of root tips,8

internal nutrients reached a maximum concentration (at ca.120 h). These9

nutrients were used to increase mass, which explains why growth per unit time10

was at that moment very high (Fig. 2 a). After120 h metabolism started to11

dominate, which is reflected in a reduction of both internal concentration and12

mass increase, although the medium still had enough nutrients (Fig. 2 b). The13

medium nutrient concentration fell continuously and became limiting to mass14

increase and branching rate (Figs. 2 a-c). Growth ceased until new medium was15

supplied at336 h. The culture then grew again until the new nutrients were16

consumed.17

Fig. 3 shows the spatial distribution of volume density (a),root tip density (b),18

nutrient concentration in medium (c) and local mass increase (d) after380 h of19

growth. Gradients of nutrients and tip density were chosen here as the driving20

force of growth (Table I). Densityρ increased from an initial value of21

0.5 mm3mm−3 to almostρmax = 0.7 mm3mm−3 and showed a distribution22
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with compact tissue in the center and less compact tissue towards the edge (Fig.1

3 a). Mass increase was therefore due to both increase in tissue density and2

tissue expansion. Growth around the center originated fromincrease in tissue3

density due to velocity fluctuations [cmp. Eqs. (2) and (4)],while expansion4

around the edge occurred due to gradient growth [cmp. Eq. (6)]. The root tip5

density showed a distribution with a flat maximum and fell in waves with6

increasing distance from the center (Fig. 3 b). The existence of a maximum root7

tip density in the center is a consequence of the first150 h of growth, in which8

root tips had to be produced to increase nutrient uptake. This tips could not9

grow away from the center because∇µ ≈ 0 there. The waves were a10

consequence of the nutrient concentration changing in time. Nutrient11

concentration showed, as expected, small spatial variation outside the tissue12

(Fig. 3 c). Transport and uptake depend on the root density [Dc ∝ (1 − ρ);13

g ∝ ρ; compare Eq. (7)], which is spatially inhomogeneous, thus anon-constant14

reduction of concentration was found whereρ 6= 0. Mass increase was as15

expected radially symmetric and occurred in a more or lessshock-like manner16

(Fig. 3 d). A front of growth moved away from the tissue’s center. It is also17

very clear that in the center of the tissue mass increase was at this moment18

almost zero, because the volume density was already close toρmax.19

Using numerical simulations the influence of parameters on the solution of the20

model can be examined. In Figs. 4 a-d the solutions for different values of the21

most important parameters, namely branching rate and growth rate coefficient,22
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are presented. From all parameters, only one was varied and the other were kept1

constant (values listed in Table I). The branching rateβ was varied from25 to2

65 mm−1 h −1 mm6 mg−2, while the growth rate coefficientR was varied from63

to 14 mm h−1 mm3 mg−1. Mass increase is influenced positively byβ mostly4

due to the higher amount of root tips which ensure a faster assimilation of5

nutrients (Fig. 4 a,b). As expected, an increase inR increments also mass6

production (Fig. 4 c). However, nutrient uptake is almost not influenced byR7

(Fig. 4 d).8

Cutting a root tissue to obtain an exact initial mass in an experiment is almost9

impossible. The dependency of the model on a varying initialroot mass is thus10

also of interest (Figs. 5 a,b). Moreover, the initial tip density was not11

determined experimentally and was empirically determinedin the model. It was12

thus important to understand the influence of this parameteron the simulation13

results (Fig. 5 c,d). The initial massM0 was varied from0.5 to 2.9 g, while14

values from0.5 to 6.0 mm−3 were used for the initial tip densityN0. The initial15

differences inM0 become smaller due to the higher metabolism of the heavier16

cultures (Fig. 5 a). It is interesting that nutrient uptake depends onM0 almost17

only in the first336 h (Fig. 5 b). After supplementation of fresh nutrients,18

almost no difference is found in the uptake rate. This can be explained by a19

small effect of initial mass on the root tip density, which iscrucial for uptake20

(compare Fig. 4 b). Variation ofN0 affected the time needed by the tissue to21

acquire enough nutrients for growth (Fig. 5 c). Growth starts sooner whenN0 is22
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larger. However, no large impact on final mass is found. Similar to the case of1

M0, not much influence on nutrient uptake is found after supplementation of2

fresh medium (Fig. 5 d). Both variations ofM0 andN0 show that the model is3

self-regulating. Although growth and uptake kinetics depend on these initial4

values, similar final masses are obtained. Therefore neither the initial mass nor5

the root tip density can be used to increase yield substantially.6

Although a simple method exists to estimate roughly the spatial distribution of7

mass by taping the roots on paper and cutting and weighting the paper, it is not8

clear if this would be exact enough to differ between different growth strategies.9

Moreover, these differ also in the distribution of root tip density, which could10

only be determined cumbersomely by manual counting of tips using a11

microscope. Therefore no experimental data which gives information on the12

spatial distributions is available to the authors. It is notclear which growth13

process dominates. Do hairy roots follow rather nutrient gradients than space14

gradients, or is the diffusion of root tips more important? Or is mass increase a15

consequence of increase in tissue density? It will probablybe a mixture of all16

and other processes not accounted for. For the above simulations and fitting of17

the model, a mixture between nutrient and root tip density gradients was18

chosen. However, it is for further research interesting to understand the19

differences between possible combinations.20

Figs. 6 a,b shows the distributionsρ andn when growth was driven solely by21

gradients of tip density (αn = 1, αρ = αc = ατ = 0). The center of the tissue is22
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less compact, while around the center a ring withρ ≈ ρmax is present. Towards1

the edge of the tissue,ρ falls smoothly (Fig. 6 a). Root tip densityN has a2

distinct maximum and falls smoothly towards the edge (Fig. 6b), in contrast to3

the flat maximum and wave-like structure found in the standard case (Fig. 3 b).4

A completely different type of growth was found when mechanical effects were5

chosen to be dominant (αρ = 1, αn = αc = ατ = 0; Figs. 6 c,d). Again as in6

the standard case a smoothρ distribution is found (Fig. 6 c). However maximal7

densityρmax is not reached and mass increase occurred mostly due to tissue8

expansion. The root tip density shows a flat maximum, falls however steeply9

and has a corona (Fig. 6 d). In the center many root tips were “trapped” by the10

low driving gradient∇ρ ≈ 0. However, a shock-like wave of root tips grew11

away from the center building the corona around the maximum (Fig. 6 d). Figs.12

6 e,f present the distributions for the case where growth is given only by13

fluctuations of growth velocity (pure increase in density oftissue;ατ = 1/9,14

αρ = αc = αn = 0). In contrast to the other cases, mass increase is determined15

completely by increase of tissue density (6 e). Therefore mass increase is16

limited by maximal possible volume densityρmax and by the initial size of the17

tissue. The density of root tipsN has a local minimum in the center of the18

tissue, which arises from the factor (ρmax − ρ) in the branching functionf .19

From these three cases, the cases where root tip diffusion (αn = 1 mm2) and20

space gradients (αρ = 1 mm) drive growth are optimal to obtain nutrients.21

Through increase of perimeter of the tissue, a large surfacewith access to fresh22
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nutrients is achieved. When space gradients drive growth, the tissue is less1

compact than in the other cases. This allows a better distribution of nutrients2

between the roots, enhancing uptake. However, many root tips are “trapped” in3

the center of the tissue, where less nutrients are availableand lose their uptake4

function almost completely. This situation is less pronounced but still present5

when tip diffusion drives growth. Although the contact surface between fresh6

nutrients and tissue is large in these cases, the ratio between perimeter and7

volume becomes smaller for increasing radius. On the one hand, this ratio is8

optimal when tissue density increase (ατ = 1/9) is responsible for mass9

increase. But on the other hand, the tissue cannot exploit this advantage, as10

possible mass increase is bounded from the beginning. Pure increase in tissue11

density is optimal in exploiting mass production per unit volume of tissue. Root12

with αc = 0 would not be able to follow nutrient gradients, which would be an13

enormous disadvantage in heterogeneous environments. Thestandard case14

(αc = 500 mm4mg−1, αn = 0.5 mm2 andατ = 1/9), i.e. growth driven by15

concentration gradients and root tip diffusion with moderate increase in tissue16

density, seems to be optimal in combining all good properties mentioned above.17

The model is able to describe very well the mass increase and uptake kinetics18

(Figs. 2 a,b). To understand which type of growth dominates in hairy roots,19

further experiments investigating this issue are required. Figs. 3 and 6 are a20

good reference to achieve this. The model is a good starting point to model21

metabolite production, e.g. of camptothecin. It opens alsothe possibility to test22
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several hypothesis within a short time and to determine where the processes1

could be optimized. This would require substantially more time if a pure2

experimental approach would be used.3
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Table I. Model parameters used for simulation.

Prescribed parameters Fitted parameters

λ (mm) 1 R (mm h−1 mm3 mg−1) 10

r (mm) 0.1 β (h−1 mm−1 mm6 mg−2) 45

Dc (mm2 h−1) 35 Km (mm h−1) 0.08

αc (mm4 mg−1) 500 γg (mg mm−3) 0.005

αρ (mm) 0 γm (h−1) 0.02

αn (mm2) 0.5

ατ
1

9

P (mm h−1) 0

γr(mg mm−2) 0

χ(mm3 mg−1 h−1) 0
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List of Figures
1

1 Picture of a typical hairy root grown in a shaker culture flask. The roots2

build a dense tissue with younger less packed roots surrounding the core.3

Thickness of the tissue did not considerably increase in comparison to the4

initial inoculum. Photograph provided by B. Wetterauer and M. Wink,5

IPMB, Universität Heidelberg.6

2 Comparison of simulation and experimental data. The evolution in time7

of root mass (a) and external concentration of sucrose (b) are compared to8

measurements, (c) simulated average root tip density and internal nutrient9

concentration. New medium supplied at336 h, which results in an10

increase in production of root mass and root tips and in a sudden change11

of external and internal nutrient concentrations. Experimental data from12

B. Wetterauer and M. Wink, IPMB, Universität Heidelberg.13

3 Cross sections of simulated spatial distributions of (a) root volume density14

ρ, (b) root tip densityN (given in number of tips per unit volume), (c)15

external nutrient concentration (d) and local mass increase (where16

Ṁ = 49 · 103 mg × ρ̇) after380 h of growth (shortly after resupply of17

new medium). The spatial distributions correspond to the kinetics shown18

in Fig. 2. The dotted line in (c) represents the homogeneous external19

nutrient concentrationc0 = 11.46 g l−1 after resupply.20

4 Simulation of mass increase and medium nutrient concentration for21

variable branching rateβ (a,b) and variable growth rate coefficientR22
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(c,d). The other parameters were kept constant. Increase ofR or β result1

in similar increase of root mass. Increase ofR has however almost no2

effect on the kinetics of nutrient uptake, in contrast toβ.3

5 Simulation of mass increase and medium nutrient concentration for4

variable initial root massM0 (a,b) and variable initial tip densityN0 (c,d).5

The other parameters were kept constant.N0 is given in number of tips6

per unit volume. The advantage of higher initial root mass and root tips7

density was temporary and decreased in time.8

6 Simulated spatial distribution of root volume and root tipdensities after9

380 h of growth for different growth strategies. (a) and (b)ρ andN for10

root tip density gradient driven growth (αn = 1, αρ = αc = ατ = 0,11

R = 55), respectively. (c) and (d)ρ andN for space gradient driven12

growth (αρ = 1, αc = αn = ατ = 0, R = 18), respectively. (e) and (f)ρ13

andN for growth given by velocity fluctuations (pure increase of density;14

ατ = 1/9, αρ = αn = αc = 0, R = 20), respectively.N is given in15

number of tips per unit volume.16
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